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AI+health Evolution

Graphs from InnoScout tool of Linknovate (May 2024)
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Risks of AI in healthcare
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1) Patient harm due to AI errors
 Noisy inputs
 Data shift between AI training data and real-world data

2) Misuse of medical AI tools
 Poor involvement of physicians and citizens in AI development
 Lack of training
 Proliferation of easy-to-use mobile AI solutions

3) Bias in AI and the perpetuation of existing inequities
 Biased datasets: Sex, gender, race, age, socioeconomic status, geographic location, urban or rural context.
 Lack of diversity in technical, scientific, clinical and policy teams.

4) Lack of transparency
 Traceability and Explainability
 Lack of trust, difficulties in evaluating AI algorithms, in identifying sources of error, in defining who/what is responsible

5) Privacy and security issues
6) Gaps in accountability
 Gaps in national and international regulations. Responsibility for errors? Vulnerability of healthcare professionals.

7) Obstacles in implementation
 Limited data quality, interoperability, disruption of doctor-patient relationship, lack of integration of AI tools in clinical 

workflows.

Artificial intelligence in healthcare: applications, risks, and ethical and social impacts. Study. Panel for the Future of Science and Technology, European 
Parliament Think Tank, June 2022.



Benefits of AI in healthcare
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Personalisation in care delivery

Data: images, prescriptions, 
genetic, mobile health apps



AI in health: medical imaging



Uses of AI in medical imaging

Acquisition Diagnoses Treatment

- Reconstruction
- Preprocessing

- Lesion detection
- Region recognition 

and characterization

- Optimal treatment 
selection

- Effectiveness 
evaluation
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Some applications using deep learning models

Automatic reconstruction of CT, PET and MRI images using FCN

Image reconstruction by domain-transform manifold learning (2018). Nature
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Some applications using deep learning models

Detection and categorization of skin cancer using a CNN

Dermatologist-level classification of skin cancer with deep neural networks (2017). Nature
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Some applications using deep learning models
Prediction of recovery time in patients with COVID-19 through a CNN

iCOVID: interpretable deep learning framework for early recovery-time prediction of COVID-19 patients (2021). npj Digital Medicine
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Segmentation models

Many different approaches:
Intensity-based:

thresholding (histogram-based)
clustering

Region growing
Contour based, etc.

Multi-atlas segmentation (medical imaging)
Deep Learning: U-net (+ 3D-Unet, V-net), nn-Unet, etc.
Foundation models

“Classical”

ML / AI
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Segmentation models

The self-configuring (based on data
properties) U-Net, nn-Unet (2021), has
become a de facto standard for medical
image segmentation

Supervised
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Foundation models
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11 datasets, various modalities &
anatomies
 Impressive performance for certain

medical imaging datasets
 Moderate to poor performance for

others
 Appropriate care needs to be applied

when using it



Foundation models
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 42 multi-modal (CT, T1 and T2-weighted MRI, X-ray, ultrasound, etc.) public
datasets



Med Gemini by Google

Advancing multimodal Medical Capabilities of Gemini (2024). 14

The models described here were tuned on a dataset of 7 
million samples obtained from 3.7 million medical images 
and cases



Med Gemini by Google
Advancing multimodal Medical Capabilities of Gemini (2024).
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Med Gemini by Google
Examples of 2D medical image dialogue via open ended question answering: fundus image, skin lesion image, histopathology
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Med Gemini by Google

Example of chest X-ray report generation
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Chronic abnormality with 
hallucination, as 
“increased ap diameter” 
is usually detected from a 
lateral image

Particular concept was 
missing from the report 
generated without any 
hint and were recovered 
with the autocomplete 
prefix hint.

Example of chest X-ray report autocompletion



Med Gemini by Google

Example of 3D Head CT report generation (abnormalities missed by radiologist in green, but sometimes hallucinate 
findings absent from the image).
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Med Gemini by Google
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Conclusions: Areas in which future evaluations should focus before models like these are considered safe
and effective for clinical use:

 Closing the gap between benchmark and bedside
 Limitations of benchmarks in size, scope, and reflection of real-world distributions
 Potential for generative AI in assisting, rather than replacing human specialists
 Evaluations should shift from static benchmarks to realistic clinical scenarios that assess AI-human collaboration

and its impact on patient outcomes
 Identifying and mitigating data bias and safety risks
 Inherit biases from source datamisdiagnoses and amplification of systemic bias
 Discover and mitigate risks
 Validate model performance for specific use cases and patient populations

 Minimizing data contamination when evaluating zero-shot generalization in large models
 Massive training datasets increase the potential for data contamination, which may result in overestimation of their

true generalization capabilities.



AI in health systems



Study of the impact of AI in health (2020)

 Financed by European Union with enquiries 
to principal actors: healthcare professionals, 
managers and counsellors of emergent 
companies.
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Study of the impact of AI in health (2020)

AI will not replace healthcare professionals but will enhance their ability 
to influence in patients and healthcare systems.
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Study of the impact of AI in health (2020)

What needs to change to support the adoption and scaling of AI in 
healthcare? (i)



What needs to change to support the adoption and scaling of AI in 
healthcare? (ii)
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Study of the impact of AI in health (2020)
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AI in Health: Report by the Office of Science and Technology of the Spanish Congress (November 2022)
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